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Numerical modelling techniques
A variety of conventional numerical analyses have been 
conducted in 2011 to investigate the behaviours of offshore 
structural elements. However, the development of numerical 
modelling technology was mainly focused on three large 
deformation numerical approaches, the Remeshing and 
Interpolation Technique with Small Strain (RITSS) approach, 
the Coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian (CEL) method available 
in commercial package ABAQUS and the material point 
method (MPM). The former two approaches belong to the 
finite element method and the MPM is a combination of the 
finite element and meshless method. The applications of 
the three approaches were demonstrated by our research 
activities on penetrometers, anchors, pipelines and 
spudcan penetrations.

Development of RITSS
Dong Wang extended the ABAQUS-based RITSS approach 
from total stress analysis to geotechnical coupled analysis. 
More advanced soil models, such as the modified Cam-
Clay model, were incorporated to reproduce partially 
drained responses. The keying of plate anchors in normally 
consolidated clay (Figure 18) and penetration resistance 
ratio of T-bar subjected to various penetration velocities 
(Figure 19) were explored.

PhD student, Santiram Chatterjee under the supervision 
of Mark Randolph and Dave White studied consolidation 
behaviour beneath partially embedded pipelines. Large 
deformation finite element analyses have been performed 
using modified cam clay plasticity model. The effects of 
initial embedment and pipe-soil interface friction have been 
explored in a systematic manner. Figure 20 shows the pore 
water pressure dissipation time history at the pipe invert 
for different initial embedments in case of smooth pipe-soil 
interface.
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Figure 18: Excess pore pressures around anchor (unit: kPa)
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Figure 19: Penetration resistance ratio of T-bar under partially 
undrained conditions

Figure 20: Excess pore pressure dissipation time history at 
the pipe invert

Santiram Chatterjee and Dave White studied the breakout 
resistance and trajectory of partially embedded pipelines in 
seabed using finite element limit analysis software OxLim 
developed by Dr Chris Martin at Oxford University. Though 
OxLim analyses conform to classical plasticity theory, slight 
modification of the interface condition violating normality 
condition has been performed in this study to obtain a more 
natural solution. The effect of considering self-weight on 
the resulting yield envelopes has been explored. Also, the 
effect of soil heave around the pipe, geometry of which was 
obtained from large deformation finite element analyses, 
has been investigated. Results of OxLim and LDFE analyses 
showed a good agreement. The failure mechanism under 
pure vertical loading following the adaptive mesh refinement 
procedure adopted in OxLim is shown in Figure 21.
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Xu Li, working with Yuxia Hu and Dave White, has also 
been extending the RITSS approach. He has developed 
an extended Mohr-Coulomb model which features strain-
dependent hardening and softening, using a critical state 
framework. The model extends Bolton’s correlations to 
capture dilatancy and peak strength, and is compatible 
with the remeshing and remapping strategies employed 
in RITSS. This model is initially being used to simulate the 
behaviour of sand layers during spudcan penetration into 
layered soils, as part of an ARC Discovery project, but is 
applicable to a variety of problems which are not well-
captured using conventional Mohr-Coulomb plasticity.

Using the extended Mohr-Coulomb model and RITSS 
method in AFENA, numerical simulation of spudcan 
penetration matches centrifuge test data very well, as 
shown in Figure 22. With the advancing of spudcan into soil, 
the dilatancy angle and friction angle approach to 0 and 
critical friction angle gradually (Figure 23).

Figure 21: Adaptive mesh refinement for pure vertical pipe movement in 
heaved soil

Figure 22: Large deformation simulation with extended Mohr-Coulomb 
model

Figure 23: Xu: Evolution of dilatancy angles with penetration of spudcan
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Applications of CEL 
Jingbin Zheng started his research career at COFS in 
September 2011 immediately after the completion of a 
BEng. He was enrolled as a PhD student in February 2012. 
He is focusing on ‘Numerical modelling of spudcan and 
cone penetration in multilayer soils’ under the guidance of 
Shazzad Hossain, Dong Wang, Mark Randolph and Mark 
Cassidy. This project is undertaken with industry partner 
Keppel Offshore and Marine Technology, Singapore under 
the ARC Linkage Project LP110100174. Large deformation 
FE analyses are carried out using the CEL method. So far, 
parametric CEL analyses were performed in single and 
double layer soils, encompassing the range of practical 
interest. In single layer soil, the undrained shear strength 
non-homogeneity was considered as 0, 1 to 20 and ¥. 
For stratified sediments, the thickness of the top stiff layer 
was varied relative to the spudcan diameter as 0.25, 0.5, 
0.75; and the strength ratio between lower and upper soil 
layers as 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8. The results from the CEL 
approach have been validated against previously published 
axisymmetric results by the RITSS approach, centrifuge test 
data and field data. The good agreement obtained shows 
that the CEL approach is capable of analysing complicated 
large deformation problems. Figure 24 shows positions and 
flow mechanisms of soils when the spudcan penetrated by 
one diameter in a two-layer clay deposit.

The position of upper layer soil

The position of lower layer soil

Soil flow mechanism

Figure 24: Positions and flow mechanism of soils at penetration depth of 
one diameter
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PhD student Pan Hu, supervised by Mark Cassidy, Dong 
Wang and Sam Stanier, simulated the spudcan penetration 
into sand over clay using the CEL. The punch-through 
failure potential during penetration was assessed, against 
controlling factors like the frictional and dilation angle of 
sand, undrained strength of underlying clay and normalised 
sand layer thickness. Figure 25 shows the variation of 
penetration resistance with penetration depth, illustrating 
that punch-through failure may occur as the loose sand 
thickness relative to the spudcan diameter becomes larger 
than 0.8.

Using the CEL approach, Britta Bienen, together with 
Sascha Henke and Tim Pucker of Hamburg University 
of Technology (TUHH), Germany, investigated the large 
deformation problem of footings penetrating into sand. The 
problem relates to jack-up rig installation, during which the 
large diameter spudcan footings are penetrated into the soil. 
The constitutive behaviour of the soil was predicted with a 
hypoplastic model, which was shown to capture well the 
behaviour observed in element tests as well as centrifuge 
tests. The hypoplastic relation is capable of modelling the 
dependency of the sand behaviour on the void ratio and 
stress level. Importantly, the operative friction angle is not 
an input parameter, but rather a result of the soil initial state 
and the loading history during the analysis.

The numerical work initially focused on siliceous sand but 
recently moved to the more complex carbonate sand. The 
hypoplastic constitutive model and the CEL approach 
have shown to be appropriate for the analyses, predicting 
shallow general shear failure in the siliceous but a punching 
shear failure mechanism in the uncemented carbonate sand 
(Figure 26).

Figure 25: Penetration resistance of spudcan in loose sand over clay

Figure 26: Velocity field under a conical footing penetrating into a) uncemented carbonate sand, b) silica sand
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Implementation of MPM
Jiajie Ma joined COFS as a PhD candidate in September 
2010 and holds an Australian Postgraduate Award and The 
Lloyd’s Register Education of Trust top-up Scholarship. 
Jiajie’s research topic is ‘Numerical modelling of submarine 
landslides and their impact on offshore infrastructure using 
the material point method’. He is supervised by Mark 
Randolph and Dong Wang.

Submarine landslides pose considerable risk to pipelines 
and other offshore infrastructures in deep water. Numerical 
modelling of submarine landslides is challenging as it 
involves the problems of large deformation, multi-phase 
flow and soil-structure interaction. In this study, MPM, a 
finite element method based meshfree method, is used 
to model the initiation and flow kinematics of submarine 
slides allowing quantification of impact forces on offshore 
infrastructures. The key concept of MPM is that the 
Lagrangian material points move through the Eulerian 
background mesh (Figure 27). All the information is carried 
forward in time by the material points while the background 
mesh carries no permanent information. This formulation 
gives MPM the advantage in modelling large deformation 
and multi-phase flow. 

This is an ongoing research project and the main 
achievement in 2011 was the development of a penalty 
contact algorithm with the capacity of quantifying the 
impact forces in soil-structure interactions with either 
smooth or rough interface. As the governing equations are 
integrated on the Eulerian background mesh, the MPM 
suffers from the difficulties in tracking contact interfaces 
and as a result, would induce significant noise to the 
calculated impact force. To obtain the accurate impact 
force, a penalty function based on the contact position 
is devised to apply the contact constraint in a smoothed 
fashion. The proposed algorithm is verified by a T-bar 
penetrometer model (Figure 27) in terms of bearing capacity 
(Figure 28). This is believed to be the first deep penetration 
simulation using MPM and the results have been submitted 
for journal publication.

Figure 28: Bearing capacity factor of T-bar based on MPM with and 
without penalty function in the contact algorithm

Figure 27: T-bar penetrometer model using MPM
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Physical modelling techniques
Drum VHM actuator
An in-plane three degree-of-freedom vertical, horizontal 
and moment (VHM) actuator was developed for the 
UWA Drum Centrifuge by the technical team, Youhu 
Zhang, Britta Bienen and Mark Cassidy. The apparatus 
features independent and accurate control of the model’s 
displacements in vertical, horizontal and rotational 
directions. Swipe tests applying rotation and/or translation 
while the penetration depth is held constant and radial 
displacement tests applying a straight path in the VHM 
displacement space can therefore be performed in the 
centrifuge, enabling notably, investigation of the spudcan’s 
bearing capacity and plastic flow rule respectively under 
combined VHM loading.

The original drum actuator assembly allows the actuator 
on the tool table to be displaced vertically and horizontally 
using the two available axes, with a second horizontal axis 
used for unbalance compensation. In order to implement 
rotational control and add a third degree of freedom, a 
third horizontal axis was developed and implemented on 
the drum actuator. The mechanism of the VHM loading 
apparatus is that by moving these two horizontal actuators 
at the same speed and direction, the spudcan penetrates; 
by moving the tool table vertically, the spudcan translates; 
while by moving the upper two horizontal actuators 
differentially, the footing rotates (with simultaneous 
compensations in vertical and horizontal directions for a 
pure rotation about the model load reference point). The 
third horizontal actuator pushes a counter weight in the 
opposite direction according to the position of the spudcan. 
This ensures the balance of the tool table is maintained as 
the footing is driven in and out.

In order to drive the new actuator system, software was 
developed by Shane De Catania using NI LabView which 
allows the model to be driven with continuous blended 
vertical, horizontal and moment command sequences. For 
example, it is possible to drive a footing into the soil and 
then rotate the footing around a specified load reference 
point (LRP). Complex continuous moves can be achieved 
using a sequence of vertical, horizontal and moment 
commands. This enables a wide range of VHM loading 
paths to be followed within the VHM loading space.

Drive commands are specified with three parameters which 
specify the vertical, horizontal and rotational position of the 
LRP. In order to move from one LRP to another, the vertical 
and two horizontal actuators must drive simultaneously at 
varying rates. 

The user defined physical dimensions of the drive assembly 
links and model LRP are used to calculate the three 
separate actuator demands, based on the required LRP 
position. The software also continuously reads the actual 

position of the actuators and back calculates the actual LRP 
position. The balance actuator is driven proportionally to the 
average of the two horizontal actuators.

There were a number of challenges encountered when 
putting this system together, including handling different 
communications standards for the unbalance and horizontal 
drive actuator controllers and integrating the new VHM 
calculation components into the existing legacy actuator 
control system and logging system. 

Figure 29: VMH loading apparatus within the UWA drum centrifuge

Figure 30: Close-ups of the VMH loading apparatus

Centrifuge testing with this new apparatus has recently 
been performed. The apparatus fulfilled the design target 
and experimental requirements very well. The testing results 
will be reported in forthcoming publications.
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Multiple sub-miniature ball penetrometer to equip a 
skirted foundation
To investigate the strength increase underneath a skirted 
foundation caused by preloading, an 80mm skirted 
foundation was equipped with two independently controlled 
self-contained penetrometer actuators which are capable of 
operating at 150g. Each actuator drives two instrumented 
5mm ball penetrometers, manufactured from epoxy (Figure 
31) at a rate of up to 6mm/sec and has a penetration 
capacity of one foundation diameter. An air tight seal is 
maintained for footing extraction with the ball penetrometers 
in the fully retracted position, so perfect sealing can be 
guaranteed during the preloading sequence. The ball 
penetrometers are controlled by a dedicated interface, 
enabling for the penetration to be undertaken independently 
of the loading of the model. 

inclination angle of the footing during static and cyclic 
loading. The advantage of this system is that there is 
no measurement sensor influence on the model under 
test. Further development in progress includes the 
implementation of real time measurement that can be 
coupled into our PACS motion control software.

Bending compensation unit for pipe loading arm
S-shape load cells with resolution up to 0.1 N have been 
developed and used at COFS for pipe-soil interaction 
testing. As the resolution is becoming smaller, so is the 
sensitivity of the load cell to bending moment. This is 
particularly relevant when applying horizontal motions on 
a pipe while holding a constant vertical load of 1-3 N. To 
ensure high accuracy of the axial load measurements, 
a “Bending Compensation Unit” has been developed 
(Figure 33). The BCU is coupled to a VHM loading arm 
instrumented with bending strain gauges at two locations. 
The BCU takes a selectable percentage of the loading arm 
horizontal load signal and subtracts that from the axial load 
cell signal to eliminate the bending-induced cross talk on 
the axial signal. The mixing ratio and polarity is determined 
and set when the system is calibrated. This system ensures 
that when the pipe is subjected to horizontal load, the 
vertical load measurement is unaffected. When operating 
under vertical load control, the applied vertical load 
therefore remains constant.

Figure 31: The manufacturing of a mini ball penetrometer – when 
reduced scale is pushed to the limits

Figure 32: The optical measurement interface 

Optical measurement of foundation inclination and 
displacement under load
Image acquisition is becoming an integral part of data 
acquisition during centrifuge testing. To monitor the 
inclination of a suction caisson used as an anchoring 
system for a floating wind turbine, a new image tracking 
system has been developed at COFS (Figure 32). Using 
two USB camera sensors in custom water proof housings 
orientated 90° opposed, video imagery of an indicator in 
the top of the caisson was processed to determine the 

Figure 33: The pipe setup with the bending compensation unit
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Pile hammer actuator
The pile hammer actuator used about 10 years ago to 
investigate pile driving in calcareous sand has been 
resurrected and upgraded to initiate a new collaboration 
between COFS and the Hamburg University of Technology. 
This actuator is an electro pneumatic device which utilises 
an embedded onboard microcontroller for control, which 
is linked to the control room via the local network. It has its 
own supervisory control program. The controls allow the 
pile hammer to interface in real time with the motion control 
system, hence allowing accurate load and displacement 
control while pile driving. 

New clay mixer
Late 2011 saw the arrival of our new clay mixer, a purchase 
which was motivated by Christophe and Bart’s visit to 
Dalian University of Technology in China, where they 
noticed a suitable one in operation in the centrifuge lab.

Made by SIEHE Ltd Shanghai, the mixer consists of a 500L 
stainless steel bowl with a vertical ribbon type agitator, 
driven by a 5.5kW variable speed motor. A 2.2kW vacuum 
pump and buffer tank offer the desired homogenous de-
aired clay mixture required for our centrifuge samples. With 
this, we can now produce 4 times the volume in half the 
time, compared to our previous mixer. A timely asset, with 
the imminent arrival of the larger beam centrifuge. 

Figure 34: The pile hammer actuator

Figure 35: The new clay mixer
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Georisk techniques
Mark Cassidy, Yinghui Tian and Marco Uzielli (academic 
visitor to COFS) combined the soil random field generation 
and Finite Element simulation to produce a Random Finite 
Element Method (RFEM) package. They employed this 
package to study the bearing capacity and envelope of 
offshore foundations sitting on clay soil with heterogeneous 
undrained shear strength generated from the random 
field program. Their study showed the average bearing 
capacity reduced significantly as the soil strength deviation 
increases. Due to the availability of the random soil 
property, there does not exist a fixed failure pattern. Their 
research gave offshore engineers some new insights to 
consider regarding the foundation designs when the soil 
cannot be assumed as perfect.

Beau Whitney worked with James Hengesh on neotectonic 
deformation of Western Australia. The goal of this research 
was to identify active tectonic features in the Stable 
Continental Region of Western Australia for use in seismic 
hazard analysis for critical infrastructure both onshore and 
offshore. Beau’s research identified a system of neotectonic 
features that extends approximately 2000 km from central 
Western Australia across the North West Shelf. His research 
currently is to characterise a number of tectonic structures 
within the system.

Figure 36: Random field of undrained shear strength 

Figure 37: Failure mechanism
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Offshore sediments
Methods for characterising the behaviour of offshore 
sediments have been developed further in 2011. In addition 
to the well-established T-bar and ball penetrometers, the 
methods developed at COFS now include the piezoball 
for characterisation of intermediate soils, and the toroid 
penetrometer for characterising pipeline-seabed interaction. 
The main focus of the research in this area has been on 
quantifying and analysing consolidation effects during and 
after penetration into the soil.

Interpretation of piezoball penetration and 
dissipation tests
The interpretation of the partially drained piezoball 
penetrometer test was studied further by Hamed 
Mahmoodzadeh, under the supervision of Mark Randolph 
and Mark Cassidy. Two miniature piezoballs have been 
manufactured in-house with the pore pressure transducer 
positioned at the mid-face and the equator of the sphere 
(Figure 38). Following two centrifuge tests conducted to 
interpret the result of a piezoball test in an intermediate 
soil, in the last set of tests, the dissipation test following 
a partially drained penetration was investigated. The 
results from two piezoballs were compared to that from 
the miniature piezocone, and methods were developed to 
estimate the degree of consolidation during a penetration 
test, based on the results of the subsequent dissipation 
test. Hamed is also investigating the process of generation 
and dissipation of excess pore pressure around the ball, 
using numerical methods via ABAQUS software. The MCC 
(Modified Cam-Clay) material model was used to represent 
the saturated soil skeleton. 

Hamed and Shazzad Hossain compared the shear strength 
measured by a penetrometer in flight in the centrifuge to 
that obtained from a miniature vane test carried out at 
1g right after the centrifuge test (Figure 39). Tests were 
conducted on various materials (clay and silt) with different 
plasticity indexes, in both the drum and beam centrifuge, 
with the aim of developing a correlation between these two 
methods of measurement. 

Figure 38: Miniature piezoballs and piezocone penetrometers

Figure 39: Vane shear test after the centrifuge test

Consolidation around toroid and ball penetrometer
Yue Yan, supervised by Dave White and Mark Randolph, 
has continued her research on the new class of seabed 
penetrometers – toroid and ball penetrometers. A series 
of 1g physical modelling tests have been undertaken, 
validating the concept of a hemi ball (80mm in diameter, 
D_ball), and a hemi toroid (16mm in diameter, D_toroid; and 32 
mm in lever arm, L) penetrometer for the investigation of the 
drainage of soil during penetration and axial slidings. The 
previous numerical work has proved the similarities between 
a toroid and infinite pipe. The deployment of a pipe and 
toroid involves similar amplitude of shearing distance ( L for 
toroid and s for pipe), and comparable velocity ( _toroidL for 
toroid and v for pipe). One major difficulty for the test is the 
selection for comparable shearing velocity (angular velocity 

) and shearing distance (angular distance ) for a three 
dimensional ball penetrometer (axisymmetric pore pressure 
dissipation) and a two dimensional toroid penetrometer 
(plane strain pore pressure dissipation). A modelling survey 
was undertaken, focusing on the consolidation similitude of 
the toroid and ball penetrometers. 

The backbone curve plotted (Figure 40) for two instruments 
has shown the consolidation proceeded in similar manners, 
which suggested identical breadth of transition of the 
axial response from undrained to drained values by the 
normalised time factors for each penetrometer. The 
elapsed time scale factor for the current ball testing shall 
be (D_ball/D_toroid)/(T50_toroid/T50_ball) times that for the toroid 
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surrounding the steps changes in speed and intermittent 
reconsolidation periods. For the comparable shearing 
distance (angular rotation ) of each device, the sensible 
basis is to perform all events with matching normalised 
displacement toroidL/D_toroid = ballr/D_ball. The parameter 
r is an estimated average lever radius (some fraction of 
the contact diameter) of the ball. The last consideration 
is the logic when comparing normalized rate vD_ball/cv 
( ballD_ball

2/cv_ball) with v_toroidD_toroid/cv ( _toroidD_toroidL/cv). The 
numerical results shows that the normalised rate for the 
ball to achieve a similar degree of partial consolidation was 
1 order of magnitude higher than the toroid penetrometer, 
corresponding to ball = 1 _toroid. All these have suggested 
the adoption of the similar angular rate, and time factor 
t_cycle_ball/t_cycle_toroid of 4, and a corresponding rotation 
ratio cycle_ball/ cycle_toroid of 4 for current sized instruments. 
Considering an identical startup embedment ratio of 0.25 
for toroid and ball penetrometer, the normalised rotation 
rate v_ballD_ball/cv of 87, and v_toroidD_toroid/cv of 6.97 merges 
into the backbone curve at the normalised elapsed time 
reaching 30% consolidation, and progresses towards fully 
drained results as the rotation continues. This corresponds 
to an identical rotation rate of 0.003deg/s, which was 
selected as the slowest rate, and ramps up incrementally 
to the fastest velocity of 3deg/s for the ‘upward hardening 
backbone’ testing.

Figure 40: Backbone curves for prediction of testing scenario of ball and 
toroid penetrometer
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Offshore geohazards and seabed mobility
The COFS research stream on geohazards and sediment 
mobility encompasses a range of engineering challenges 
faced in shallow and deep water. A particular challenge 
faced by projects offshore Australia is the stability of 
pipelines that cross the shallow shelf and then descend 
into deeper water off the steep scarp. In shallow water, 
cyclonic conditions combined with mobile sediments create 
difficult design conditions for pipeline stabilisation. The 
critical uncertainty is how to treat the tri-partite interaction 
between the pipe (or other infrastructure), the seabed and 
the ocean. UWA has recently commissioned the large 
O-tube, which is a giant flume capable of simulating seabed 
conditions (see the Awards section). The large O-tube, 
and its smaller sibling the mini O-tube, are being used for 
a variety of projects related to seabed mobility. Meanwhile, 
the deep water geohazard of submarine slides is a topic of 
continuing research, beyond the completion of our major 
COFS-MERIWA Joint Industry Project which reached 
completion in 2011.

On bottom pipeline stability – physical modelling in 
the Large O-tube
PhD student Chengcai Luo, supervised by Liang Cheng, 
David White and Hongwei An, focused on the research 
subject of ‘On bottom stability of submarine pipeline on 
mobile seabed’.

The current pipeline stability design approach (e.g. 
DNV-RP-F109) assesses the on-bottom stability of 
offshore pipelines on the assumption of a static seabed. 
This assumption is unrealistic because the seabed may 
become mobile long before the peak design condition is 
reached. Any seabed mobility, in the form of scour and/
or liquefaction, is prone to change the pipe embedment 
depth. Pipe embedment depth affects the hydrodynamic 
load subjected on the pipe and the available soil resistance, 
and therefore the pipeline stability. In general, pipeline 
stability involves full tripartite pipe-fluid-soil interaction. The 
best way to observe this tripartite behaviour is through 
physical model tests. For this purpose, a range of physical 
model tests were conducted in the Large O-tube facility 
(LOT), located at UWA Shenton Park, to explore the effect 
of seabed mobility on the pipeline stability under realistic 
storm conditions. 

Figure 41 is a photo showing a typical test setup. The model 
tests performed in the LOT are distinguished from other 
pipeline stability tests in two aspects: 
1. the capacity of the LOT to generate a relative large scale 

random storm history. A 100 year return cyclone in WA’s 
North-West shelf was reproduced in the O-tube with the 
model scale of 1:5.8;

2. an active pipe control system that can restrain unrealistic 
motion of the pipe and allows it to move freely in 
response to hydrodynamic force without interference 

from the control system. The model pipe is instrumented 
with two load cells and eighteen pressure transducers. 
In the active control mode, the force signal measured 
by the load cells is used to achieve active feedback 
control. The hydrodynamic force subjected on the pipe is 
obtained by integration of the pressures around the pipe. 
The pipe movement is recorded by the tangential and 
radial motion of the actuator arms. 

Preliminary LOT tests using uniform sand with a low fines 
content show that in these conditions seabed scour can 
play a significant role in pipeline stability. Scour changes the 
pipe embedment during the storm in two different ways. 
First, for a high initial embedment, i.e. e0/D>0.5, scour in 
the proximity of pipe due to local shear stress amplification 
tends to reduce the embedment depth, resulting in a less 
stable pipe. Secondly, for small initial embedment cases, 
tunnel scour may cause the pipe to sink into the scour 
hole before the large storm velocity is reached. This scour 
pattern is prone to stabilize the pipe. Figure 42 shows a 
pipe sinking into a scour hole under a regular ramp up 
wave plus current condition. These findings relate to 2D test 
conditions, however, and do not represent the full three-
dimensional phenomenon.

Figure 41: LOT test setup showing actively-controlled model pipe
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Two major programs of LOT testing were completed in 2011. 
Firstly, a program of testing was completed to support a 
study into a life extension of Woodside’s first trunkline, 
which runs from the Burrup Peninsula to the North Rankin A 
platform. Secondly, a suite of tests were performed in 
collaboration with the STABLEPIPE Joint Industry Project, 
which is being run by Woodside, with support from 
Chevron and JP Kenny. Other testing for the Wheatstone 
and Browse projects was in the planning stage at the end 
of 2011.

at which sand backfill material (which is commonly placed 
within the trench to bury and stabilise the pipeline) may 
in fact erode and leave the pipe exposed (see Figure 43). 
The findings of her research will be particularly relevant to 
pipeline engineers attempting to bury pipelines close to 
shore on cohesive sediment, such as that often found on 
the North West Shelf of Australia.

Physical modelling of wave-induced liquefaction 
and sediment transport
The mobility of the seabed may appear in the form of scour 
or liquefaction causing an enhanced or reduced horizontal 
pipe resistance based on resulting self burial of the pipe. 
Henning Mohr, working with supervisors Dave White, Liang 
Cheng and Mark Randolph, concentrated first of all on the 
fluid-soil interaction as a part of his PhD.

Figure 42: Idealised cyclonic input and resulting tunnel scour 
beneath pipe

Figure 43: Model experiment in the MOT of a trapezoidal trench filled 
with sand backfill that is eroding during model storm conditions.

Figure 44: Henning Mohr and his liquefaction studies in the 
UWA wave tank. 

Sediment Transport 
A number of experimental studies related to sediment 
transport have started in 2011. Sediment transport is of 
particular interest for a number of offshore engineering 
applications, including the stability of on-bottom oil and 
gas pipelines in shallow water, and secondary stabilisation 
systems such as trenching. Each of the studies are 
employing the unique mini O-tube (MOT) and LOT at 
The University of Western Australia. 

Qin Zhang has recently started his PhD, under the 
supervision of Liang Cheng, Hongwei An and Scott Draper, 
and will investigate scour around on-bottom pipelines 
using the O-tube facilities. He has a particular interest in 
the rate at which scour develops around pipelines during 
the evolution of a typical storm on the North West Shelf 
of Australia. 

A UWA undergraduate student Fuyu Zhao is half-way 
through a summer internship working with Scott Draper. 
Fuyu is using the MOT to investigate a sediment transport 
problem of relevance to pipelines placed in trenches in 
shallow water. Specifically she is trying to observe the rate 
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Figure 45: Critical hydrodynamic load paths from irregular waves plus 
current

Dimensional analysis permitted an insight into the key 
parameters of liquefaction and sediment transport and 
their scaling relations. Henning performed subsequent 
experimental simulations by using a small scale physical 
model in the wave flume facility at the University of Western 
Australia in order to examine the seabed response for a 
non-cohesive soil under hydrodynamic loading. Based on 
modelled North West Australian wave conditions, the build 
up of pore pressure in the seabed and the fluid velocity 
were measured in order to gain details on the onset and 
progress of liquefaction or sediment transport, respectively. 

The knowledge of the actual seabed behaviour will be 
useful in order to anticipate the pipe stability and hence 
the necessity of stability constructions such as concrete 
weight coating or anchoring systems. This might lead to 
an improved pipeline design and a significant reduction in 
capital expenditure for offshore pipeline constructions.

Advanced modelling of pipe-soil interaction
PhD student Bassem Youssef continued his research on 
the stability analysis of offshore pipelines, supervised by 
Mark Cassidy and Yinghui Tian. A set of pipe centrifuge 
tests were performed to provide better understanding 
of the pipe-soil interaction and the side berm formation 
under cyclic loading of complex paths characteristic of real 
hydrodynamics on an offshore pipeline. 

A pilot study was conducted using UWAHYDRO (in-house 
developed hydrodynamic load modelling program) to 
understand the trend of the critical hydrodynamic load 
paths. Four hurricane return periods of 1, 10, 100 and 1000 
years were considered, with typical hurricane properties of 
significant wave height and the peak wave period for the 
North West Shelf. The horizontal load FH and vertical load FV 
on the pipe were plotted in V-H space by considering that 
V = Ws-FV and H = FH, as shown in Figure 45.

The loads applied during the centrifuge tests were designed 
to gradually increase to enable the pipe-soil response to 
be monitored during the test. These loads were defined in 
the centrifuge loading files to be applied to the pipe model. 
Once the pipe reached the pre-determined horizontal 
displacement value, the test terminated. Figure 46 shows 
the pipe vertical and horizontal displacements during the 
centrifuge testing.

Figure 46: Pipe invert trajectory during centrifuge testing

The main findings of the pipe centrifuge tests can be 
summarised in the following points:
1. the pipe gained more penetration under the cyclic loads, 

where the horizontal displacement was less than almost 
10% of the pipe diameter;

2. as the pipe displacement exceeds 10% to 15% of the 
pipe diameter, the pipe started to sweep the soil and 
shape the soil side berm;

3. increasing the cyclic displacement amplitude resulted 
in the pipe moving upward, as if the pipe was climbing 
the side berm until the pipe breaks out the created 
berm zone;

4. with break out, the soil horizontal resistance was 
reduced significantly and the pipe moved horizontally 
outside the side berm zone.
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Submarine slide-pipeline interaction: 
structural response
Indranil Guha joined COFS in September 2008 as a PhD 
student under the supervision of Dave White and Mark 
Randolph. He is currently researching the structural analysis 
of submarine pipelines under submarine slide and thermal 
loading. His research aims to develop analytical models 
for the elastic stiffness of the pipeline on soft clay and 
thereby develop axial springs to implement in structural 
analysis of on-bottom pipelines. This analytical model 
was supported by numerical FE solution. Then the axial 
springs were used to analyse the submarine pipelines under 
the axial compressive loading from a submarine slide. 
A comprehensive analytical model was also proposed to 
analyse the effect of axial slide loading on a straight pipe. 
The effects of non-linearity of soil, pipe as-laid condition 
were also studied in the buckling chapter. A parametric 
solution was provided to investigate the dependency of 
the critical buckling load on the different soil and pipe 
parameters. Thermal loading of a straight (walking) pipe 
was another outcome of his research. Velocity dependent 
friction was used to simulate the walking behaviour of the 
pipeline on a slope. 

Submarine slide-pipeline interaction: 
soil-pipeline loading
PhD student Fauzan Sahdi, (under the supervision of 
Christophe Gaudin, Dave White, Noel Boylan and Mark 
Randolph) wrapped up his work on pipeline – submarine 
slide interaction by interpreting the pore pressure data 
gathered from last year’s drum centrifuge test program. 
This test program involved dragging a model pipe at 
velocities ranging from 4 mm/s to 4.2 m/s in 13 kaolin 
samples with properties spanning from the fluid to 
geotechnical domains.

Figure 49 shows the results of the pore pressure where the 
front pore pressure, uf (obtained from the pore pressure 
transducer, PPT facing the soil flow) is normalised by the 
rear pore pressure, ur (from the rear PPT) from all the tests 
and plotted against the non-Newtonian Reynolds number, 
Renon-Newtonian. It is evident that ur decreases significantly 
with respect to uf for Renon-Newtonian above ~ 20-40. This is 
attributed to a phenomena known as vortex shedding. 

Vortex shedding may result in damaging vertical oscillating 
forces on offshore pipelines, resulting in an average lift 
force. Reinterpretation of the flume test data in the literature 
using a hybrid fluid-soil mechanics approach provides a 
simple method to estimate this average lift force as shown 
in Figure 50. It is found that the mean vertical lift is mostly 
governed by the inertial term.

Figure 47: Analytical solution of axial load distribution along the pipeline

Figure 48: Parametric solution of pipeline lateral critical buckling load

Figure 49: Variation of normalised total pore pressure with 
non-Newtonian Reynolds number

Figure 50: Mean vertical lift pressure
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Strength degradation during geohazard events
The exponential strain softening model is used widely 
to quantify the strength degradation behaviour of clay in 
events that cause gross disturbance, such as submarine 
slides and also in cyclic riser-soil interaction. However, no 
attempts to link the degradation model to the geotechnical 
properties of soil has been made. This gap has been closed 
by Fauzan Sahdi (assisted by Christophe Gaudin, Dave 
White, Noel Boylan and Mark Randolph) who conducted as 
many as 81 T-bar cyclic tests in clay samples undergoing 
similar self-weight consolidation procedure. This provides 
an excellent opportunity to investigate the strength 
degradation characteristics of clay as the geotechnical 
properties evolve with increasing consolidation time.

Figure 51 represents the first attempt to correlate the 
strength degradation parameter (ductility, N95) to the basic 
clay property in the form of the normalised water content – 
the Liquidity Index (LI). 

Figure 51: Comparison between N95 from T-bar tests and liquidity index (LI)
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Offshore foundation systems
Offshore systems can be supported or anchored by a wide 
range of foundation solutions. The research contributions 
in this area are grouped here by water depth, spanning 
foundation systems for offshore wind installations to 
mudmats and anchors for deep sea infrastructure. 
Significant research effort was focussed in 2011 on the 
various geotechnical considerations associated with 
jack-up platforms.

Foundations for offshore wind turbines
To date (early 2012), 1371 offshore wind turbines have been 
installed with a total capacity of 3813 MW. An increasing 
number of offshore wind farms are completed or planned 
in water depths deeper than 30 m. Here single footing 
structures, such as monopile, gravity base or monopod 
might not be an economical solution. Multiple footing 
structures also known as lattice substructures, i.e. tripods, 
quadropods or jackets, are believed to be an alternative 
since they provide a larger structural stiffness due to an 
increased base area. These substructures can be equipped 
with smaller piles or suction caissons. The suction caisson 
is believed to be the more economical choice regarding 
the installation and deinstallation process which can be 
a significant cost factor for offshore engineering projects. 
However, there are concerns regarding the tensile capacity 
of suction caissons in sand and possible tilting of the turbine 
over the life time of the structure due to hydrodynamic and 
aerodynamic loading.

A literature review showed that little work has been 
carried out on the response of caisson foundations under 
large numbers of load cycles and that investigations 
mainly focused on uniaxial vertical or moment cyclic 
loading. Therefore a study, carried out by Ludger Rausch, 
supervised by Britta Bienen and Mark Cassidy, is focusing 
on the long term behaviour of suction caisson foundations 
under combined VHM cyclic loading. The key motivation 
of this research is to establish and improve the design 
of suction caisson foundations in a tripod arrangement. 
A tripod design used for an offshore wind turbine at the 
Alpha Ventus wind farm in Germany is shown in Figure 
52. The study envisages footing load paths for different 
turbine sizes, turbine geometries and sea states to be 
obtained by numerical simulations using the in-house 
software SOS_3D. The software was initially developed 
to analyse behaviour of jackup platforms under storm 
conditions, so current work deals with the extension of 
the program to make it applicable for analyses of offshore 
wind turbines. Experiments in the beam centrifuge at UWA 
and 1g tests will be performed to analyse the change of 
foundation stiffness for the relevant load paths obtained 
from the simulation. Relative soil density, loading rate, load 
magnitude, number of load cycles, alternating load attack 
angle and load paths are parameters of interest to describe 
the change of foundation stiffness and will consequently be 

investigated in the experiments. Findings of the study are 
expected to improve the design process of the foundation 
concept and therefore contribute to its economy, which 
will lead to required cost reductions to make offshore wind 
energy more competitive compared with traditional energy 
sources such as coal, oil and gas.

Figure 52: Tripod design as used for the Alpha Ventus wind farm in 
Germany (Source: OWT GmbH)
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Suction caisson for floating wind turbine
In order to address the need for efficient and cost effective 
anchoring of floating offshore renewable energy, Melissa 
Landon and Jade Chung from the University of Maine, 
together with Christophe Gaudin, have developed a novel 
solution by which a single suction caisson, as part of an 
integrated foundation system, can be used to anchor more 
than one floating wind platform or MHK device (Figure 
53). Within such a system, a network of interconnected 
foundations mooring multiple devices has the potential to 
reduce cost by reducing the number of site investigation 
and foundation locations.

The initial phase of this research focused on physical 
modelling of suction caisson capacity and deformation 
during monotonic sustained and cyclic loading of two 
orthogonal mooring lines using COFS beam centrifuge. 
The second phase of this research currently underway at 
University of Maine, involves development of a numerical 
model to predict capacity and deformation behaviour of a 
suction caisson under orthogonal two-line loading. 

The main objective of the testing program was to determine 
the effect of cyclic loading of two orthogonal lines during 
a combination of sustained, sustained-cyclic, or cyclic-
cyclic loading prior to single line monotonic pullout on 
ultimate capacity, caisson movement and soil degradation. 
Centrifuge modelling was conducted using a 1/150th scale 
25 mm diameter and 50 mm tall suction caisson in normally 
consolidated kaolin clay, where taut-line load, applied at the 
pad-eyes at 45 degrees, and displacement were measured, 
along with caisson rotation in the mooring line direction 
(Figure 54).

Analysis of preliminary results are shown in Figure 55 
where cyclic single line peak capacity is greater than the 
monotonic single line capacity. For two line loading, peak 
resistance decreased when the primary line load was 
sustained and the orthogonal line cycled around the same 
sustained load prior to monotonic loading of the primary line 
to failure. For this set of tests, cycling of both the primary 
and orthogonal lines yields a slightly higher capacity. 

Figure 53: Schematic of a single anchor for two floating offshore wind 
spar platforms (modified from Landon-Maynard & Schneider 2010)

Figure 54: Images of suction caisson following cyclic loading and 
loading to failure prior to and after extraction
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Figure 55: Preliminary results of multi-line suction caisson loading with 
540 cycles of mean load at 30% of single line monotonic peak capacity 
with a cyclic amplitude of 55% single line monotonic peak capacity 
followed by single line monotonic pullout of the primary line. Comparison 
of a) single line cyclic; b) sustained line load with orthogonal line cycling; 
and c) 180 degrees out of phase cyclic loading of both lines. Following 
540 cycles at 0.15 Hz, primary or sustained load line was loaded at 1 
mm/s to peak or failure
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Hybrid foundation systems
The collaboration between Okky Purwana and Henry 
Krishdani from Keppel Offshore & Marine Technology 
Centre and Christophe Gaudin, Mark Cassidy and Britta 
Bienen to develop a novel hybrid foundation system has 
entered its third and final year. The COFS team received 
this year the support of Jacinta Tiong, whose master 
thesis investigated the increase of bearing capacity of a 
circular skirted footing on normally consolidated clay due 
to preloading. Jacinta’s work relates directly to the hybrid 
foundation system, the suction preloaded capability of 
which has been investigated in the first year of the project. 

A novel foundation model was developed, featuring four 
mini ball penetrometers that can be driven through the 
foundation to measure the soil strength after application 
of preloading (Figure 56). Six tests, with different preload 
magnitude and consolidation time, were conducted in 
the beam centrifuge. Results indicated an increase of 
bearing capacity in the range of 120% to 175%, increasing 
with the preload level, but much more significantly with 
the consolidation time. The increase in bearing capacity 
could be directly related to the increase in shear strength 
underneath the skirted foundation, where the magnitude 
and distribution was assessed by performing mini ball 
penetrometer tests through the foundation, at the end of the 
preloading sequence. Typical mini ball penetrometer results 
are presented in (Figure 57). The increase in shear strength 
underneath the skirted footing is evident. A mapping of the 
strength magnitude and distribution has been established 
and related to the preload level and consolidation time.

Figure 56: Skirted foundation with internal mini ball penetrometer

Figure 57: Strength increase undnerneath a skirted foundation after 
preloading 
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Jack-up platforms
Load-penetration behaviour of flat and 
conical footings in siliceous and uncemented 
carbonate sand
The large deformation analyses by Britta Bienen together 
with Tim Pucker and Sascha Henke of Hamburg University 
of Technology, Germany, outlined in the numerical modelling 
technology section, had the aim of providing insight into 
the penetration behaviour of large diameter circular flat and 
conical footings into sand. The results of the parametric 
studies and similar analyses of cone penetrometer tests 
were subsequently used to develop direct correlations 
between the cone tip resistance and the footing bearing 
pressure (Figure 58). This eliminates the need to estimate 
the operative friction angle required in the bearing capacity 
approach that is typically used in the offshore industry. 
Instead, this method allows the direct use of in situ site 
investigation measurements. The direct CPT correlation 
has been shown to work equally well in siliceous and 
uncemented carbonate sands.

Figure 58: Jack-up platform with spudcan footings (modified 
after Reardon 1986), cone tip resistance profile and spudcan 
load-penetration curve (schematic)
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Development of an integrated jack-up 
installation system
In assessing penetration resistance of spudcan foundations 
in stratified soils, different design approaches are used for 
every different scenario of soil profile, whether a layer is 
underlain by a stronger or a weaker layer; be it sand, clay or 
silt. Stefanus Safinus, who commenced as a PhD Student in 
April 2011, together with Shazzad Hossain, Mark Randolph, 
and Mark Cassidy, is working on the development of a 
universal design approach. This approach will be applicable 
to any soil profile, accounting for methodical consistency 
and robustness. For this purpose, a high quality field and 
experimental database of spudcan behaviour in layered 
soils is being consolidated, which will be complimented with 
the data from the planned centrifuge tests.

Centrifuge modelling of spudcan and cone penetration in 
multilayer sediments is scheduled in 2012. Carbonate soils, 
prevalent in Australian waters, are of particular interest as 
the behaviour of spudcan foundations in these soils is yet 
to be well understood. Characterisation of these materials 
is of prime importance to provide input into centrifuge and 
numerical modelling. Preliminary laboratory tests, including 
Rowe cell, Triaxial and Simple Shear tests to identify the soil 
strength behaviour, have been undertaken since August 
2011. A program in VB-Excel is being coded to assist the 
interpretation of soil layering from CPT data, extraction 
of relevant soil parameters, prediction of the spudcan 
penetration profile and identification of the potential 
punch-through risk. The goal is to develop an integrated 
jack-up installation system (see Figure 59), which will allow 
for carrying out cone penetration tests (CPT) and (based 
on the real time data) predicting the spudcan penetration 
profile prior to preloading. This will assist jack-up operators 
in making decisions on what measures should be taken 
during an offshore installation to prevent or mitigate a 
potential geotechnical hazard. This project is undertaken 
with the industry partner Keppel Offshore and Marine 
Technology, Singapore.

Spudcan penetration into layered soil profiles
In the offshore oil and gas industry, ‘punch-through’ of 
spudcan foundations on stiff over soft strata such as 
sand over clay, is still the most frequent cause of failure of 
jack-up platforms. Failure of jack-up platforms or periods 
of downtime are very costly and hazardous to operators. 
Therefore accurately predicting the peak penetration 
resistance during spudcan installation into sand overlying 
clay is crucial both in terms of operational safety and field 
development economics.

Pan Hu, Mark Cassidy, Dong Wang and Sam Stanier have 
used drum centrifuge testing to investigate the ‘punch-
through’ failure of spudcan foundations on loose sand 
overlying clay. Loose sand was formed by pluviating the 
sand through a layer of water kept on top of the sample. 
A target sand layer height was achieved by scraping the 
sand surface down to the desired height using a scraping 
tool attached to the actuator. The sand thicknesses tested 
were 6, 5 and 3.2 m in prototype scale with five tests 
being conducted on each layer. An extracted soil sample 
following the spudcan penetration test is shown in Figure 
60, demonstrating that a ‘sand plug’ is left in the clay upon 
extraction of the foundation. The data from this series of 
loose sand overlying clay testing has been combined with 

Figure 59: CPTu integrated within a spudcan
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dense sand overlying clay testing data from Lee (2009) to 
recalibrate the failure stress dependent model of Lee et al. 
(2009). 

The performance of the newly calibrated model is 
investigated by comparing its predictions with those 
calculated using the current recommended practice given 
in the ISO (2012) recommendations. The performance 
of the newly calibrated failure stress dependent model 
is significantly better than current best industry practice. 
Figure 61 shows the performance of the newly calibrated 
model, illustrating that it is very effective at predicting the 
peak penetration resistance, qpeak, with very little bias 
with respect to the ratio of sand layer height to spudcan 
diameter, Hs/D.

Yuxia Hu continued leading research into spudcan 
penetration in layered soils, working with Sam Stanier, 
supported by Dave White and Mark Cassidy. Using drum 
centrifuge testing (Figure 62) and large deformation 
numerical analysis (Figure 63) respectively, their PhD 
students Shah Neyamat Ullah and Wen Gao are simulating 
the penetration of flat and spudcan-shaped foundations into 
multi-layered soils. The aim is to extend the simple bearing 
capacity solutions that exist for two-layered soil to capture 
reliably the response of more general layered seabeds.

Figure 61: Comparison of measured and calculated qpeak using failure 
stress dependent model of Lee et al. (2009) with newly calibrated DF

Figure 60: A typical soil sample after spudcan penetration test with a 
‘sand plug’ left in the clay

Figure 62: Sam and Neyamat assembling their next generation PIV 
set-up for the drum centrifuge

Figure 63: Wen Gao’s simulations of spudcan penetration into 
multi-layered soils
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Set-up and resulting punch-through risk of jack-up 
spudcans during installation
Spudcan installation is a discontinuous process. 
Additionally, unexpected periods of constant load may be 
encountered, due to equipment malfunction for instance. 
Such periods of constant load result in consolidation of the 
soil beneath the footing. Subsequently applied additional 
loading can result in catastrophic failure as the spudcan 
‘punches through’. Delays as short as 34 minutes have 
been reported to have caused punch-through in the field, 
resulting in extensive damage.

Britta Bienen and Mark Cassidy investigated the potential 
for punch-through failure following consolidation during the 
spudcan installation process in a series of centrifuge model 
tests on normally consolidated kaolin clay. The test set-up is 
shown in Figure 64. The increase in penetration resistance 
following various periods of consolidation during installation 
is illustrated in Figure 65. The shape of the bearing 
pressure-penetration curve highlights the punch-through 
potential created by the consolidation episode, as the initial 
increase is followed by a cut-back in capacity, which is 
more pronounced for larger consolidation periods.

The results on kaolin clay will provide a reference for future 
experiments on more complex offshore carbonate soil.

Punch-through mitigation using skirted foundations
Shazzad Hossain, Yuxia Hu and Long Yu investigated the 
potential to replace spudcans with skirted foundations in 
an attempt to mitigate punch-through risk in sand-over-clay 
deposits through centrifuge tests and LDFE analyses. The 
results were validated against the centrifuge test data prior 
to undertaking a parametric study, covering a practical 
range of the diameter of foundations, aspect ratio of skirted 
foundations, relative thickness and density (or friction and 
dilation angles) of the upper sand layer, and normalised 
strength and strength non-homogeneity of the lower clay 
layer. The results showed that the use of alternative skirted 
foundations eliminated severe punch-through on the loose 
to medium dense sand over clay deposits. This confirms 
a skirt length to foundation diameter ratio of 0.25 was 
sufficient to mitigate punch-through failure (see Figure 66).

Figure 64: Experimental set-up in the drum centrifuge
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Figure 65: Increase in penetration resistance following consolidation 
during installation

Figure 66: Mitigation of spudcan punch-through in sand-over-clay 
using skirted foundation
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Deeply penetrated spudcans under 
combined loading
PhD student Youhu Zhang continued his research on the 
behaviour of embedded spudcan foundations in soft clay 
where deep penetration and soil backflow are common, 
supervised by Britta Bienen and Mark Cassidy. An in-plane 
three degree-of-freedom vertical, horizontal and moment 
(VHM) loading apparatus was developed for the UWA 
Drum Centrifuge. The apparatus features independent, 
precise control of the spudcan’s displacements in vertical, 
horizontal and rotational directions. Swipe tests applying 
rotation or/and translation while the the penetration depth 
is held constant and radial displacement tests applying a 
straight path in the VHM displacement space can therefore 
be performed in the centrifuge, enabling investigation 
of the spudcan’s bearing capacity and plastic flow rule 
respectively under combined VHM loading.

Figure 29 (page 47) shows an image of the VHM loading 
apparatus within the UWA Drum Centrifuge, with details 
provided in Figure 30 (page 47).

The VHM loading apparatus is a system of four actuators, 
including three horizontal actuators on the central tool table 
and a fourth vertical actuator that can drive the whole tool 
table up and down. The upper two horizontal actuators 
are linked by a vertical pivot arm with hinges, to which the 
strain gauged loading arm and the spudcan footing model 
are rigidly attached. The mechanism of the VHM loading 
apparatus is that by moving these two horizontal actuators 
at the same speed and direction, the spudcan penetrates; 
by moving the tool table vertically, the spudcan translates; 
while by moving the upper two horizontal actuators 
differentially, the footing rotates (with simultaneous 
compensations in vertical and horizontal directions for a 
pure rotation about the spudcan’s load reference point). 
The third horizontal actuator pushes a counter weight in the 
opposite direction according to the position of the spudcan. 
This ensures the balance of the tool table is maintained as 
the footing is driven in and out.

Centrifuge testing with this new apparatus has recently 
been performed. The apparatus fulfilled the design target 
and experimental requirements very well. The testing results 
will be reported in forthcoming publications.

Spudcan extraction
Omid Kohan, PhD student, under the supervision of Mark 
Cassidy, Christophe Gaudin and Britta Bienen, continued to 
investigate the extraction of deeply embedded spudcan.

A 30 mm diameter miniature spudcan with two pore 
pressure transducers at the top and base, was fabricated 
(see Figure 67) and used to perform the first set of 
experiments in the beam geotechnical centrifuge at an 
acceleration of 200g. In these tests, the spudcan installation 
depth was up to 3 times the spudcan diameter, and 
spudcan extraction took place after different durations of 
holding an operational load.

Results of these tests are used to develop a prediction 
method for spudcan extraction inclusive of embedment 
depth and vertical load history without jetting.

Figure 67: Spudcan used in centrifuge tests
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Spudcan-footprint interaction 
The large footprints that remain on the seabed after 
offshore mobile jack-up platforms have completed 
operations provide hazardous conditions for any future 
jack-up installation at that site. The slope of the footprint 
causes detrimental horizontal and moment loads to be 
induced on the spudcan during the preloading process 
where only vertical loads are expected. Summer vacation 
scholar Danqing Dong and Shazzad Hossain carried out 
model tests to explore the efficiency of two innovative 
spudcan foundations, and perforation drilling to mitigate this 
issue. An innovative spudcan, and the removal of soil inside 
the spudcan perimeter, with an area of 9% perforated (see 
Figure 68), reduced the induced horizontal and moment 
loads significantly.

During an academic visit to Oxford University, Divya Mana 
and Susan Gourvenec had the opportunity to use a new 
finite element limit analysis program OxLim, developed by 
Chris Martin. OxLim was used to investigate the optimum 
internal skirt spacing for skirted foundations to act as rigid 
solid foundations under general VHM loading for a range 
of foundation embedment ratios and soil shear strength 
heterogeneity profiles. A comparison of the soil failure 
mechanisms under a selected combination of VHM loads is 
shown in Figure 70.

Figure 68: Mitigation of spudcan-footprint interaction

Shallow to deep water
Skirted foundations under uniaxial and 
combined loading
Divya Mana, Susan Gourvenec, Mark Randolph and 
Shazzad Hossain continued their investigations into the 
uplift capacity of skirted foundations through centrifuge 
modelling. Soil failure mechanisms in compression and 
uplift were investigated for a range of skirt embedment 
ratios using half model tests and particle image velocimetry 
(PIV) analysis, and corresponding bearing capacity factors 
were derived from full model tests. The centrifuge test 
results were compared with the predictions from large 
deformation finite element (LDFE) analysis carried out with 
Santiram Chatterjee, increasing the confidence on the 
centrifuge test results (Figure 69). The effect of presence of 
tension crack at the skirt-soil interface on the undrained and 
drained uplift capacities were also studied and research 
is underway to identify a practical and effective method to 
mitigate or reduce the adverse effect of crack on the uplift 
capacity due to suction.

Figure 70: Kinematic soil failure mechanisms around foundation, d/D = 
0.2 under a selected V-H-M load

Figure 69: Comparison of normalised soil displacement contours from 
PIV and LDFE analyses, d/D = 0.2 in (a) compression and (b) uplift
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Suction caissons with stiffeners in clay 
Visitor Mi Zhou, Masters student Yangpeng Gao, Shazzad 
Hossain and Yuxia Hu are undertaking an investigation on 
stiffened caisson penetration in non-homogeneous clays 
through LDFE analyses and centrifuge tests to identify 
the soil flow mechanisms around and between stiffeners 
(see Figure 71), with the aim of removing uncertainties in 
design. A detailed parametric study has been undertaken, 
exploring the relevant range of non-dimensional parameters 
related to stiffened caisson geometry, roughness and soil 
strength. A new mechanism for installation of caissons 
with stiffeners and a corresponding expression to predict 
the penetration resistance were proposed, and confirmed 
against centrifuge and field data.

Pipelines in undrained soil
Dave White worked with Chris Martin of the University 
of Oxford to derive a general set of failure envelopes for 
pipelines under combined V-H loading, spanning from 
shallow to deep embedment in undrained conditions. The 
study, which has been submitted for publication, utilised 
Chris’ finite element limit analysis program, OxLim. Several 
thousand results were distilled into a set of dense plots 
spanning the full range of plausible input parameters. 
Example failure mechanisms, indicated by the zones of 
adaptive mesh refinement, are shown in Figure 72.

Figure 72: OxLim studies of pipeline bearing capacity 
– Chris Martin and Dave White

Figure 71: Design chart for estimating the depth of soil backflow 
between the embedded stiffeners
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Pipeline buckling
Amin Rismanchian started his PhD in May 2009, supervised 
by David White and Mark Randolph, studying soil-pipeline 
behaviour during buckling of on-bottom pipelines. 
Conventionally, most of the research on pipeline – soil 
interaction was focused on the behaviour of the crown of a 
buckle, and very idealised events, such as fixed-amplitude 
cycles of movement. Therefore, a holistic approach towards 
the whole buckle was missing. In his centrifuge tests, 
Amin modelled the behaviour of different sections of a 
buckle. In these tests the movement amplitude was up to 
8 diameters and different pipe weights and velocities were 
studied. The tests were part of the SAFEBUCK GEO Joint 
Industry Project. The berms and trenches created by many 
tens of cycles of pipe movement across the seabed were 
observed, and their strength profiles measured by extensive 
T-bar probing.

Following his successful experiments, Amin was invited 
by Chris Martin to visit Oxford University, to back-analyse 
his centrifuge modelling results using state-of-the-art 
limit plasticity analyses. He spent nearly three months 
in Oxford this northern summer (Figures 73 and 74), 
capitalising on this opportunity by developing a simple but 
robust theoretical framework to mimic his model testing 
observations. He performed sequential limit analyses 
that tracked the gross deformation and soil remoulding 
that accompanied pipe movement. His results provide a 
framework that will be wrapped into the new pipe-soil finite 
element that is the key output from the JIP.

Deep water solutions
Mudmat foundations under combined loading
Supervised by Mark Randolph and Susan Gourvenec, 
Xiaowei Feng conducted extensive finite element (FE) 
analyses on the performance of a shallowly embedded 
rectangular mudmat foundation sitting on a soft-clay 
seabed. A simplified method has been developed for 
design optimisation of deep-water mudmat subjected to 
six-degree of freedom loading. The proposed method 
was initially validated against data from centrifuge model 
tests and a comparison was also made with results from 
FE analyses. Centrifuge model tests were performed on 
the beam centrifuge at a scaling ratio of 1:105. The model 
mudmat, 76.2 mm in breadth and 152.4 mm in length, 
was manufactured from a solid piece of aluminium. It was 
equipped with 3.8 mm long shear skirts. Kaolin clay was 
used for soil sampling and the undrained shear strength 
estimated by T-bar penetrometer in prototype dimensions 
can be expressed as su = 3 + 1.2z kPa. Horizontal loads 

Figure 73: From left to right: Susan Gourvenec, David White, Chris 
Martin, Amin Rismanchian and Byron Byrne

Figure 74: Amin enjoyed hospitality of Oxford postgrads and staff – 
including ex-COFS-ite Laith Tapper (back row)

Translation

Torsion

Figure 75: Example of failure modes observed from a centrifuge 
model test
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were applied at 6 N/s to maintain undrained behaviour of 
the foundation. Failure modes observed from one test are 
shown in Figure 75. FE analysis was also conducted using 
Abaqus. Data from the model tests as well as numerical 
simulation were compared with that predicted from the 
simplified method. The consistency among model test 
results, FE analyses and the design approach is sufficient 
enough (Figure 76). Shazzad Hossain and Christophe 
Gaudin, who kindly provided the centrifuge test data, are 
acknowledged here.

reduced the uplift resistance and the suction pressure, 
and had the potential to shorten the operating time as well. 
The combinations of perforation, eccentric extraction and 
shorter skirt length resulted in the greatest decrease of 
uplift capacity and operating time. 

This study has an application in determining an optimised 
method of deploying mudmat foundations in field 
operations.

Figure 76: Comparison of measured failure data with proposed failure 
envelopes *

* Note: Comparison with measurement through piezoball 
penetrometer suggested that the soil profile data was 
overestimated by up to 20%, especially for the surficial 
area where the foundation failure occurred. Reduced shear 
strength was advised to be adopted in FE analyses and 
calculations using the proposed method.

Perforated mudmat foundation
A mudmat is a form of shallow foundation which has 
been extensively used in deep water to provide temporary 
support for subsea structures, such as pipeline end 
manifolds and terminations (PLEM’s/PLET’s). They are 
required to be removed from the seabed for project 
decommission, maintenance requirements or reuse on 
other drilling fields. Their abandonment is also prohibited by 
environmental legislations. 

In view of the latter, Xiaojun Li (a newly enrolled PhD 
student), under the supervision of Christophe Gaudin and 
Mark Cassidy, conducted a series of tests to investigate 
the uplift capacity of mudmat foundations in the drum 
centrifuge. This study mainly examined the influences of 
perforation (Figure 77), in combination with different skirt 
lengths and eccentric extraction, on the uplift capacity 
and suction development in clay. Figure 78 shows a 
typical result of uplift force and suction pressure varying 
with displacement. It is concluded that the central and 
eccentric uplift of mudmats exhibited different failure 
mechanisms. Both perforation configurations significantly 

Figure 78: Typical results of uplift force and suction pressure varying 
with displacement

Figure 77: Perforated mudmat models
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Anchors and caissons – suction embedded 
plate anchors
As offshore engineering is moving into deep water, the 
Suction Embedded PLate Anchor (SEPLA) becomes 
a promising anchoring solution. In the current industry 
design, a keying flap is widely employed with the aim to 
reduce embedment loss. However, recent centrifuge tests 
(conducted by Christophe Gaudin and Yinghui Tian) and 
analytical (by Mark Cassidy) and large deformation finite 
element modelling (by Mark Randolph and Dong Wang) 
found the flap did not work as expected. Yinghui Tian 
(together with Christophe, Mark C and Mark R) carried out 
numerical simulation to explore the flow mechanism of the 
keying flap which pointed out the problem with the current 
flap design. They further conducted large deformation 
analysis to investigate different anchor design. Their study 
showed that the current keying flap design did not help at 
all. However, the fortuitous side effect of padeye offset did 
contribute to reduce the loss of embedment. Their work 
further presented approaches to optimise the keying flap 
design with reducing loss of embedment and ensuring 
bearing capacity. 

Torpedo anchors in clay, calcareous silt and 
calcareous sand
Torpedo anchors and suction caissons are attractive and 
have proven to be cost-effective alternatives, compared 
to more traditional anchor solutions like piles and drag 
anchors, for a wide range of floating offshore platforms.

Shazzad Hossain, Christophe Gaudin and visitor Youngho 
Kim and summer vacation scholar Kai Xiang Koh carried 
out a series of centrifuge tests (see Figure 80) and are 
undertaking 3D FE analyses. The aim is to evaluate the 
holding capacity of torpedo anchors, varying the geometry 
(SINTEF, Petrobras, OMNI-MAX), the mooring angles to the 
mudline (10~80°) and consolidation period (time allowed 
prior to pull-out). Single and double layer seabed sediments 
with clay, calcareous silt and calcareous sand are being 
considered. Design approaches along with failure envelopes 
are being developed.

Figure 79: Flow mechanism for different anchor designs

      

      
Figure 80: Pulling out the anchor at 45°
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Offshore engineering science
In addition to offshore geotechnical and foundation systems 
engineering, COFS has started working on new aspects of 
offshore engineering. In 2011, previous research on ultimate 
strength of fixed and mobile platforms, fatigue design of 
steel catenary risers and renewable energies continued. 
New fields of research into probabilistic response of 
offshore platforms, scour around on-bottom pipelines and 
riser-fluid-soil interaction also started in 2011. 

Fatigue design of steel catenary risers in the 
touch down zone
For developments of offshore oil and gas fields in deepwater 
fields, steel catenary risers (SCRs) are usually the preferred 
option for subsea tieback to floating platforms. Fatigue 
design of risers in the touch down zone (TDZ), where 
the riser meets the seabed, is one of the most important 
engineering challenges for SCRs. Riser-fluid-soil interaction 
in the TDZ exhibits complex behaviour and is highly 
nonlinear in response to the random cyclic motions to which 
the SCR is subjected to. Advanced nonlinear interaction 
models in the TDZ can lead to improved fatigue assessment 
of SCRs.

Mehrdad Kimiaei and Mark Randolph continued previous 
numerical work on dynamic structural response of SCRs 
using nonlinear riser-soil interaction models. New studies on 
riser-fluid interaction also started in 2011. The main objective 
of these studies is to develop a comprehensive model for 
riser-fluid-soil interaction in the TDZ. 

PhD student Lucile Quéau, supervised by Mehrdad Kimiaei 
and Mark Randolph, continued her numerical studies on 
structural response and fatigue design of SCR’s in the 
Touch Down Zone (TDZ). She applied the dimensional 
analysis methodology to identify all dimensionless 
parameters influencing stress and stress range occuring 
in SCRs. This study was carried out considering linear 
and nonlinear soil models at the seabed. A complete list 
of dimensionless groups (comprising of 26 dimensionless 
parameters for riser systems with nonlinear soil models) 
were researched and tested through numerical simulations 
carried out using Orcaflex software. 

Figure 81 presents a schematic view of an example riser 
configuration, base case (BC), and its model tests (MTs) 
with the scaled up parameters. Normalised motions were 
applied to the SCR systems and normalised stress ranges 
were compared in the TDZ. It was found that normalised 
stress range distributions along the risers length matched 
well, as shown in Figure 82. Therefore, the proposed list of 
dimensionless groups was validated. This study provides 
new tools for better understanding of the structural 
behaviour of SCRs and will also assist the future sensitivity 
analyses by easing comparisons and interpretations of the 
results, enabling better control on parameters and reducing 

the number of simulations. This research aims to define 
a simplified fatigue design guideline for SCR’s in the TDZ 
using nonlinear riser-soil-interaction models.

Jinjing Liao, Mehrdad Kimiaei and Lucile Quéau continued 
previous work on sensitivity of the riser responses to trench 
developments around the risers at the seabed. Figure 83 
compares trench development trends under vessel cyclic 
motions. It is seen that trenches are formed and developed 
quickly under the very first cycles of motion and then 
after a few cycles no further trench extension is seen in 
the seabed. 

Figure 81: Schematic views of base case and model tests for an 
example SCR

Figure 82: Normalised stress range for base case and model tests
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conservation in the analyses. The ABAQUS technical 
support team reviewed the evidence and finally confirmed it 
as a bug in E-L contact work into total energy. 

In 2012 Ehssan will commence his PhD studies under the 
supervision of Mehrdad Kimiaei and Mark Randolph. He 
will be concentrating on Fluid-Riser-Soil interaction in the 
TDZ. Nonlinear hysteretic riser-soil interaction including 
the interactions with the surrounding water, as a key 
parameter in trench formation in the TDZ, will be studied 
using FE (Finite Element) and CFD (Computational Fluid 
Dynamic) packages.

Figure 83: Trench development around the riser under cyclic motions

Figure 84: An example model using the CEL approach

Figure 85: Instability of the results for the example model

Fluid-riser-soil interaction in the touch down zone
Ehssan Zargar, visitor from TMU (Iran), started his studies 
on Fluid-Riser Interaction in May 2011 under the supervision 
of Mehrdad Kimiaei and Mark Randolph. The main aim of 
the research is numerical modelling of fluid-riser interaction 
in the TDZ (Touch Down Zone). Ehssan started with the 
CEL (Combined Eulerian and Lagrangian) approach for 
numerical modelling of the fluid-riser interaction using 
ABAQUS software. In the CEL methodology, fluid and 
riser elements are defined in an integrated model through 
Eulerian and Lagrangian domains respectively. ABAQUS 
solves all Navier-Stokes and equilibrium equations in a 
coupled manner. 

Ehssan carried out a series of case studies using the CEL 
approach in ABAQUS: a tubular section out of the seawater, 
a moving tubular section in the calm seawater and a fixed 
tubular section in moving seawater. Figure 84 shows a 
general view of an example CEL model for a fixed tubular 
section in calm seawater. Instability and considerable errors 
in the results were observed in CEL models where Eulerian 
and Lagrangian models were in contact with each other. 
Figure 85 illustrates the non-reasonable fluctuations at the 
sea surface for this model. Observed instabilities in reaction 
forces and water pressure for this case are shown in Figure 
86. Ehssan found that the problem is related to the energy 

Figure 86: Numerical results from CEL model
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Probabilistic models for dynamic collapse of jack-
up platforms under extreme waves 
Jack-ups are the most common type of mobile platforms 
used worldwide in the oil and gas industry. During past 
decades, due to industrial developments, there has always 
been a high demand for more exploitation of offshore oil 
and gas, and accordingly an increasing interest in use of 
Jack-ups in deeper waters and harsher environments.

Mehrdad Kimiaei and Mark Cassidy continued previous 
work on the ultimate strength of jackup platforms under 
extreme loads. More reliable models for spudcan-
soil interaction and probabilistic models for collapse 
analyses will help in getting a better understanding and 
more accurate estimation for structural response of the 
jackup systems. 

In normal practice, although the offshore industry has 
reached the point where existing design procedures 
certainly achieve highly reliable structures, design 
procedures are usually based on deterministic approaches 
that check the structure against first yield in any member of 
the structure. However, this does not illustrate the maximum 
capacity of the structure, considering the fact that based 
on the level of the structural redundancy, redistribution of 
loads is possible and hence the structure might be able to 
safely experience severe loads. Therefore, evaluation of the 
ultimate strength of a jack-up platform is of high importance. 

Moreover, conventional methods for the assessment of 
ultimate strength of a structure are based on uniquely 
specified parameters. It is known that the material and 
geometric properties, loading conditions and even the 
structural behaviour have a range of uncertainties, which 
should be taken into account. Therefore, a more realistic 
evaluation of the likelihood of a certain jack-up response 
can be achieved by using probabilistic descriptions of the 
key input parameters. 

Jalal Mirzadehniasar started his PhD studies at COFS in 
January 2011 under supervision of Mehrdad Kimiaei and 
Mark Cassidy. He is focused on the probabilistic response 
of jack-up platforms subjected to extreme dynamic wave 
loads. Deterministic regular wave theories such as Airy 
and Stokes 5th order, which are widely used in calculation 
of wave loads on offshore facilities, do not represent all 
randomness and nonlinear characteristics of water particles 
and consequently give an unrepresentative dynamic 
response. NewWave and Constrained NewWave theories 
are alternative ways to simulate many hours of random time 
domain simulation for wave loading. Jalal has developed 
a code to generate NewWave and Constrained NewWave 
profiles based on given wave data. Figure 87 illustrates a 
sample Constrained NewWave.

Figure 87: Constrained NewWave water surface

Figure 88: Cumulative distribution of the maximum deck displacements

Figure 89: Collapse of an example jackup platform with spudcan 
foundations

Using USFOS software, a series of dynamic time history 
analyses were carried out on an example jackup platform 
subjected to randomly generated Constrained NewWaves. 
The main aim of this study was to investigate the soil-
structure interaction effects on ultimate strength and failure 
mechanisms of jackups. Figure 88 shows cumulative 
distributions of the maximum deck displacements for five 
different foundation conditions. 
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Traditionally it is believed that soil failure is usually the 
governing reason for overall failure of jackup platforms 
under extreme loads but the results of the dynamic collapse 
analyses show that failure of the structural components 
or combination of the structural and soil failure play an 
important role on the overall failure mechanisms of the 
platform. A sample collapse case, highlighting structural 
failure in the splash zone, is shown in Figure 89.

Nonlinear analysis of jack-up platforms using 
advanced spudcan-soil interaction models 
PhD student Steven Cheng, supervised by Mark Cassidy 
and Mehrdad Kimiaei, continued his studies into nonlinear 
spudcan-soil interaction models for structural analyses of 
jack-up platforms subjected to extreme loads. The aim of 
this study is to develop a comprehensive jack-up model 
in ABAQUS with balanced emphasis on structure and 
foundation modelling. This model, as a representative 
for complex jack-up structures, can capture geometrical 
and material nonlinearities for structural and foundation 
components. This model can be used for a better 
understanding and more accurate estimation of nonlinear 
response of jackup platforms under extreme wave loads. 

ISIS is a code, originally developed at Oxford University 
in 2004, that is used for foundation-structure interaction 
modelling. ISIS has been developed in the frame of strain-
hardening plasticity theory. This force-resultant model 
formulates the soil-foundation interaction as a ‘macro-
element’. Steven has implemented the ISIS code as a user 
defined element in ABAQUS. This upgraded ISIS model was 
then merged with an ABAQUS 3D model for an example 
jack-up platform. He carried out a series of pushover 
test runs to identify the best model setup in ABAQUS for: 
discretisation of the structural elements, element types, 
material behaviour and mesh generation. 

Figure 90: Pushover results of an example jack-up platform for different 
support conditions

Figure 91: Critical failure areas for different support conditions

Using this comprehensive ABAQUS model, effects of the 
chord members, section properties and the foundation 
conditions (provided by ISIS) on ultimate strength and the 
overall failure mechanism of the platform were investigated. 
It was shown that the leg wall thickness has a major impact 
on the ultimate strength of the platform as well as critical 
failure areas on the jack-up legs. Foundation condition 
(fixed, pinned, linear or nonlinear springs and plasticity 
based models) has a significant influence on the overall 
failure mechanism too. Figure 90 compares the pushover 
results for a chord wall thickness of 0.07 m coupled with 
various foundation assumptions from fixed and pinned to 
elasto-plastic supports. Critical areas for each case are 
presented in Figure 91.
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Marine renewable energy
Work continued on two fronts at COFS in the new field of 
marine renewable energy.

In June Fiona Boumard from the Institut des Sciences 
de L’Ingenieur de Toulon et du Var arrived to undertake a 
two month summer internship with Scott Draper on wave 
energy. Together they studied the wave energy resource in 
Western Australia (WA) making use of a field data supplied 
by the WA Department of Transport. Emphasis was placed 
on estimating what fraction of the natural wave resource 
could be practically exploited by idealised wave devices, 
accounting for the fact that (1) wave devices cannot be 
located everywhere around the WA coast, and (2) wave 
devices are not 100% efficient even in an idealised model 
(see Figure 92 for an example calculation).

Scott Draper has also continued to investigate tidal stream 
energy (which, superficially, involves placing a wind turbine 
underwater in fast moving tidal currents) using numerical 
modelling. His research has focussed most recently on 
estimating the energy potential of placing a number of 
tidal stream turbines in fast moving flows close to coastal 
headlands (which are particularly common in the UK). This 
research has led to a number of important findings in terms 
of the optimal placing of devices close to headlands, the 
amount of power that can be extracted, and the effects 
of energy extraction on the local flow field. Model scale 
experiments are underway in the UK this year (2012) to 
further examine the placement of tidal turbine close to a 
headland so as to verify the numerical predictions.

Sediment Transport 
A number of experimental studies related to sediment 
transport commenced in 2011. Sediment transport is of 
particular interest for a number of offshore engineering 
applications, including the stability of on-bottom oil and 
gas pipelines in shallow water. Each of the studies are 
employing the unique MOT and LOT at The University of 
Western Australia (the O-tubes are closed circuit flumes 
capable of simulating waves and currents to replicate the 
environmental conditions on the seabed). 

Qin Zhang recently commenced his PhD, under the 
supervision of Liang Cheng, Hongwei An and Scott Draper, 
and will investigate scour around on-bottom pipelines 
using the O-tube facilities. He has a particular interest in 
the rate at which scour develops around pipelines during 
the evolution of a typical storm on the North West Shelf of 
Australia. 

A UWA undergraduate student Fuyu Zhao is half-way 
through a summer internship working with Scott Draper. 
Fuyu is using the MOT to investigate a sediment transport 
problem of relevance to pipelines placed in trenches in 
shallow water. Specifically she is trying to observe the rate 
at which sand backfill material (which is commonly placed 
within the trench to bury and stabilise the pipeline) may 
in fact erode and leave the pipe exposed (see Figure 93). 
The findings of her research will be particularly relevant to 
pipeline engineers attempting to bury pipelines close to 
shore on cohesive sediment, such as that often found on 
the North West Shelf of Australia.

Figure 92: Model experiment in the MOT of a trapezoidal trench filled 
with sand backfill that is eroding during model storm conditions
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Figure 93: Estimation of extractable wave energy. (a) Contour plot 
of observed sea states off Rottnest Island in July, (b) Idealised 
performance of a cylindrical wave energy device, and (c) power 
extracted by the idealised device throughout
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